
Semaphore 
Scaleup Plan
CI/CD for large teams with high growth targets



Semaphore 
Scaleup
Reach peak performance with 
advanced CI/CD features and 
tailored training from the 
experts at Semaphore.
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Fast and scalable CI/CD
Put the power of the world’s 
fastest CI/CD service to work and 
scale as your team grows.

Customizable environment
Use our powerful cloud resources 
for lightning fast builds, or run in 
your own environment. 

Advanced CI/CD metrics

Monitor your CI/CD reliability, 
stability and throughput and 
improve your team’s operational 
performance.

Enterprise-level security

Comply with the security 
standards and regulations and 
ensure your CI/CD operations are 
100% secured.

$1,800

Starting at

per month



CI features

Graphical Workflow Builder
Build a production-ready pipeline with a couple of clicks. (docs)

Multi-stage build pipelines
Optimize for fast feedback by combining parallel jobs with 
sequential pipeline stages. (docs)

Monorepo workflows
Run custom pipelines on changes in specific files. Save time by 
skipping needless builds and deploys. (docs)

Dependency cache
Automatically reuse standard language dependencies, with a 
CLI for full control for your custom files. (docs)

Artifact store
Save files to reuse them across your pipelines or as permanent 
records for future reference. (docs)

Features included
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CD features

Automatic and manual promotions
Chain pipelines together for any CD workflow: from blue/green 
and canary to continuous deployment. (docs)

Parameterized promotions
Define custom forms to parameterize CD pipelines.

Deployment queues
Control which pipelines must run sequentially to prevent 
conflict and which may run in parallel. (docs)

Multi-stage releases
Combine automatic steps with manual approval to ensure 
maximum reliability when delivering to users. 

Connect to any cloud provider
Deliver your applications to AWS, DigitalOcean, Google Cloud, 
Heroku, Microsoft Azure or any other cloud. (docs)
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https://docs.semaphoreci.com/guided-tour/getting-started/#adding-a-block-with-parallel-jobs-using-workflow-builder
https://docs.semaphoreci.com/essentials/modeling-complex-workflows/#workflows-and-pipelines
https://docs.semaphoreci.com/essentials/building-monorepo-projects/
https://docs.semaphoreci.com/essentials/caching-dependencies-and-directories/
https://docs.semaphoreci.com/essentials/artifacts/
https://docs.semaphoreci.com/essentials/deploying-with-promotions/
https://docs.semaphoreci.com/essentials/pipeline-queues/#using-queues-for-deployments
https://docs.semaphoreci.com/examples/deployment-to-aws-elastic-beanstalk/
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Organization health and metrics

Build performance metrics
Set goals for your CI/CD projects. Track performance, build 
frequency and reliability of each pipeline over time. (blog)

Organization health dashboard
Track your team’s operational performance for each project 
and make smarter managerial decisions.

Deployment history and insights
Track deployment history and statistics for each of the 
deployment environments.

Scaleup exclusive

Enterprise Security

Advanced secrets management
Safely store API keys and certificates with built-in encrypted 
secrets. Restrict which projects can access the secret. (blog)

Audit logs and IP allow list
Comply with the strictest security standards and regulations. 
Store logs in-app or stream to external location. (blog)

Advanced access control
Manage user easily through role based access control, user 
groups, and stricter access to secrets.

Third-party integrations
Authenticate through OpenID Connect or use Okta for user 
management and access control.

Deployment targets 
Take tighter control of your deployment environments and 
restrict who can start a deployment.

Reach peak performance with advanced CI/CD features available 
only on the Scaleup plan. Identify areas of improvement and lead 
your team more effectively, delivering software that makes a 
difference.
 

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

https://semaphoreci.com/blog/project-insights
https://semaphoreci.com/blog/enhanced-secrets
https://semaphoreci.com/blog/audit-logs
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Add-ons

Environments
Use our powerful cloud resources for lightning fast builds, or run in 
your own self-hosted environment. On ScaleUp plan we offer multiple 
machine types and sizes.
 

Each organization is unique. On ScaleUp plan you can buy add-ons to 
optimize your CI experience further.

 

Linux - E1 machines Cost-effective medium performance at a low price per second 
ratio.

Linux - E2 machines A balance of compute, memory, and cost. It is a good choice for 
many applications.

Linux - F1 machines
Built for compute-intensive jobs, these machines deliver highest 
performance.

macOS - A1 machines Run on-demand macOS jobs in the cloud on our CI/CD optimized 
macOS machines.

Self-hosted machines Build your own fleet of CI/CD agents and run your jobs in any 
environment that you need.

NEW

NEW

NEW

Ideal for workflows that 
require cache with high 
sequential I/O, network 
performance and disk 
throughput.

Dedicated Cache 
Server

Speed up your Docker 
based builds by storing 
your Docker images on a 
dedicated container 
registry with fast 
network.

Private Container 
Registry

Standard tech and 
account support are 
already included, but on 
ScaleUp you can also 
upgrade your support 
package. 24x5 SLA is 
available on Advanced 
Support plan and 24x7 
SLA on Premium.

Advanced &
Premium Support
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Plan includes:

Concurrency: Run unlimited number of cloud or self-hosted jobs in parallel.

Scalability: No usage limits on any of the resources, distribute credits based on usage. 

Security and Metrics: Advanced features exclusive to Scaleup plan.

Power: Both low-cost and high-performance cloud machines available.

Support: Support upgrade packages are available.

Pay as you go
On your Scaleup subscription you get $1,800 credits at the start of each month to 
use on any resources you need. We won’t limit you as you grow. If you spend more 
than that, any additional cost will be added to your monthly bill. If you spend less, 
any remaining credits will be transferred to the next month and will never expire.

Seats 60

or Cloud build minutes* 240,000

or Self-hosted build minutes 3,600,000

Starting $1,800 credits can equal to:

* Calculated based on the pricing of e1-standard-2 machines.

Subscription credits can be spent on seats, cloud build minutes, self-hosted build 
minutes, artifacts storage or premium support packages. All resources use a 
shared pool of credits, so you can distribute them any way you like.
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Cloud model: 
autoscaling

Some months are more active than the 
others, pay only for the resources that you 
actually need. We won’t limit your growth 
either, there are no limits on how many seats, 
machine minutes, or artifacts you can use 
during the month.

Here’s how it works
At the start of each month you get $1,800 credits that can be spent on any resource. Your 
usage is calculated daily, and at the end of the month you will be charged $1,800 for monthly 
subscription plus any extra costs generated if your spending was higher than $1,800. If your 
monthly spending was lower than $1,800 - any remaining credits will be transferred to the 
next month.

High activity  $2,384

Low activity  $1,578

+$810

Base subscription

Monthly bill  $2,325

Seats (27 x $30)Additional spending

+$1,280Machine Time

Storage & Egress (100 x $0.35) +$35

$1,800

Add-on: Cache (1 x $200) +$200



Additional resources 
pricing
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Pay-per-use costs Included (free) Price

Seats / $30 per seat

Artifacts egress 200 GB per month $0.35 per GB

Artifacts storage 1,000 GB/month $0.07 per GB

Self-hosted jobs 180,000 min per month $0.0005 per min

Cloud machine usage / pricing depends
on machine type

Add-ons (optional) Description Price per month

Dedicated caching server 400 GB storage 
10 Gb/s network $400

Dedicated container registry 400 GB storage 
10 Gb/s network $400

Advanced Support 24/5 SLA, +5 additional 
services $2,000

Premium Support 24/7 SLA, dedicated Slack 
channel, +8 additional services $4,000



E1 Generation vCPU Memory Disk space Price per min

e1-standard-2 2 4 GB 15 GB $0.0075

e1-standard-4 4 8 GB 25 GB $0.015

e1-standard-8 8 16 GB 35 GB $0.03

E2 Generation vCPU Memory Disk space Price per min

e2-standard-2 2 8 GB 45 GB $0.01

e2-standard-4 4 16 GB 65 GB $0.02

F1 Generation vCPU Memory Disk space Price per min

f1-standard-2 2 8 GB 45 GB $0.015

f1-standard-4 4 16 GB 65 GB $0.03

Cloud machines 
pricing
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Helpful 
Terms

Artifacts storage is the amount of data 
your Semaphore organization stores in 
artifacts. This is measured in GB per 
month. Any storage above free quota 
provided by your monthly subscription is 
additionally charged at the end of the 
billing period. 

Artifacts egress is network egress 
generated by artifact usage, eg. pulling 
artifacts inside jobs or downloading 
them to external location. It is expressed 
in GB. Any storage above free quota 
provided by your monthly subscription is 
additionally charged at the end of the 
billing period.

Cache egress is network egress 
generated by pulling data from 
Semaphore cache to Semaphore jobs or 
any external location. Only the traffic 
above the generous free quota provided 
with monthly subscription is charged per 
GB at the end of the billing period. 

Data retention sets the maximum limit 
for how long Semaphore retains an 
organization's build history, artifacts and 
performance metrics.

Seats are aggregated number of all 
unique organization members and 
non-members during the billing period.

Members are unique users that were 
assigned any role in your Semaphore 
organization for any period of time 
during the billing period.  

Non-member users are unique users 
that are not assigned any role in your 
Semaphore organization but have 
triggered Semaphore builds through git 
commits. 

Cloud machine spending is priced per 
machine type used. It is calculated by 
the total number of seconds each job 
spent on the machine type and it’s 
expressed in minutes. Jobs that spend 
less than one minute to complete will be 
rounded up to the full one minute. 

Self-hosted jobs are jobs running on 
self-hosted agents. Spending for these 
jobs is calculated in the same way as 
Cloud machine spending, albeit with a 
lot lower price per minute. 



Interested?
Contact us for more information


